
A UNIQUE STRUCTURE OF TWO-GENERATEDBINARY EQUALITY SETS.�ST�EP�AN HOLUBAbstrat. Let L be the equality set of two distint injetive mor-phisms g and h, and let L be generated by at least two words. Re-ently it was proved ([2℄) that suh an L is generated by two wordsand g and h an be hosen marked from both sides. We use thisresult to show that L is of the form faib; baig�, with i � 1.1. IntrodutionBinary equality sets are the most simple non-trivial equality languages.Nevertheless, their preise desription is still not known. They were forthe �rst time extensively studied by K. �Cul��k II and J. Karhum�aki in[3℄. There the authors indiate that the only existing binary equalitysets of rank two have the form faib; baig�, but avoid to state it as aonjeture. Instead, they made a onjeture that in non-periodi ases(periodi ases being easy to deal with) the equality set is generated by atmost two words. This statement was partially proved by A. Ehrenfeuht,J. Karhum�aki and G. Rozenberg ([4℄) leaving open the possibility of anin�nitely generated equality set of the form (���)�. The result is aorollary of the proof that the binary Post Correspondene Problem isdeidable, previously ahieved by the same authors ([1℄). The mentionedpossibility, ontraditing the original onjeture, was exluded reently in[2℄, where we prove a stronger statement: the two words generating theequality set start (end resp.) with di�erent letters. This in partiularmeans that the equality set belongs to a pair of morphisms marked fromboth sides. In the present paper we therefore investigate suh morphismsand show that their equality set an be generated by two words only ifit is of the form faib; baig�. This yields the omplete haraterization ofbinary equality sets generated by more than one word.The paper at hand is atually an exerise in ombinatorial analysis.After preliminaries (Setion 2) we present some auxiliary lemmas basedmostly on the primitivity of a word (Setion 3). In the fourth setionsome general results onerning our morphisms are obtained. In Setion5 speial ases are treated.



2. Assumptions and definitionsWe �rst �x our notation.By A we denote the binary alphabet fa; bg. The empty word is denotedby ".The set of all pre�xes of u is denoted by pref(u). A pre�x v of u isproper if v 6= " and v 6= u. Similarly proper suÆx is de�ned. The set ofall suÆxes of u is denoted by su�(u). The �rst (the last resp.) letter ofa non-empty word u is denoted by pref1(u) (su�1(u) resp.). A word v isalled a fator of u if there exist words w;w0 2 A� suh that u = w v w0.A fator is said to be proper if and only if both w and w0 are non-empty.If v 2 pref(u) or u 2 pref(v), we say that u and v are omparable. Ifuv = w we also write u = wv�1 and v = u�1w. A word w is alled anoverlap of u and v if w 2 su�(u)Tpref(v), or w 2 su�(v)Tpref(u).The ratio of a word u 2 A� is de�ned by, rat(u) = jujajujb : It is either anon-negative rational number or, in ase u 2 a+, in�nity.Let g; h : A� ! A� be binary morphisms. Their equality set is de�nedby Eq(g; h) = fu 2 A�j g(u) = h(u)g :The hoie of A as the target alphabet does not harm generality, sineany alphabet an be enoded by two letters.A binary morphism g is said to be marked if and only if pref1(g(a)) 6=pref1(g(b)). If, moreover, su�1(g(a)) 6= su�1(g(b)), we say that g ismarkedfrom both sides. Similarly we say that two non-empty words x and y aremarked from both sides, if and only if pref1(x) 6= pref1(y) and su�1(x) 6=su�1(y).We say that g is periodi, if words g(a) and g(b) ommute, i.e., theyhave the same primitive root.It is easy to verify that the set Eq(g; h) is a free submonoid of A�generated by the set of its minimal elementseq(g; h) = Eq(g; h) n (Eq(g; h) n f"g)2 n f"g :If g 6= h, and u and v are non-empty elements of Eq(g; h) then rat(u) =rat(v). This follows easily from the length agreement of g and h onelements of their equality set.The following is known about the struture of Eq(g; h) (see [2℄).Theorem 2.1. Let g and h be non-periodi binary morphisms. ThenE(h; g) = f�; �g�for some (possibly empty) words �; � 2 A�. If � and � are both non-emptythen they are marked from both sides. Moreover, there are binary mor-phisms g0 and h0 marked from both sides, suh that Eq(g; h) = Eq(g0; h0).



In this paper we investigate binary morphisms g; h : A� ! A�, whoseequality set is generated by two non-empty words � and �. The symmetryof letters a and b, and of morphisms g and h, and Theorem 2.1 allow toadopt following assumptions without loss of generalityConditions 2.2.� jg(a)j > jh(a)j� jg(b)j < jh(b)j� jh(b)j � jg(a)j� pref1(g(a)) = pref1(h(a)) = a� pref1(g(b)) = pref1(h(b)) = b� su�1(g(a)) = su�1(h(a)) 6= su�1(g(b)) = su�1(h(b))� pref1(�) = a� pref1(�) = b� su�1(�) 6= su�1(�)We are going to prove the followingTheorem 2.3. Let g; h : A� ! A� be binary morphisms, suh that eq =f�; �g, satisfying Conditions 2.2. Then there is a positive integer i suhthat � = aib and � = bai.Sine g 6= h, both � and � ontain both letters a and b. Note that thedi�erene between letters a and b is given only by the ondition jh(b)j �jg(a)j. Therefore if jh(b)j = jg(a)j then i = 1.Throughout the paper k, k0, l and l0 will be positive integers suh that� akb is a pre�x of �,� bla is a pre�x of �,� bak0 and abl0 are elements of su�f�; �g.3. Auxiliary lemmasIn this setion we present several auxiliary lemmas. The proofs areeasy and we omit them. We also omit well known haraterization ofonjugate words and the Periodiity Lemma.The following Lemma is a onsequene of the fat that two words gene-rate a free semigroup if and only if they do not ommute.Lemma 3.1. Let all words g(a), g(b), h(a) and h(b) be generated by wordsx and y, whih do not ommute. De�ne morphism � : A� ! A� by �(a) =x and �(b) = y. Then � is injetive and Eq(g; h) = Eq(��1 Æ g; ��1 Æ h).It is the well known fat that a primitive word p is not a proper fatorof pp. This implies following list of laims.Lemma 3.2. Let swp be a fator of w+. Then s is a suÆx, and p apre�x of w+.



Lemma 3.3. Let x and y be words marked from both sides. Let u be afator of (xy)+. Then any overlap of u and xyyx is stritly shorter thanjxyj.Lemma 3.4. Let x and y be words marked from both sides. Let u be aword with a pre�x (suÆx resp.) xyx. Let w be a word suh thatw 2 pref(u)\su�(xyyx) (w 2 su�(u)\pref(xyyx) resp.)Then w is stritly shorter than jxyj.Lemma 3.5. Let x and y be words marked from both sides. Then xyx isnot a fator of xyyx, and xyyx is not a fator of fxy; xyxg+.Lemma 3.6. Let x and y be words marked from both sides. Let u and vbe non-empty words suh that� yx 2 pref(u), xy 2 su�(u),� v 2 fxy; xyxg+,� jvj > juj.Then v is not a fator of u+.4. General onsiderationsLemma 4.1. The words g(a) and h(a) (g(b) and h(b) resp.) do notommute.Proof. Suppose g(a) = ti and h(a) = tj, with i > j � 1. Then themaximal element of t+, whih is a pre�x of g(��), is ti�k. On the otherhand, tj�k is the maximal element of t+, whih is a pre�x of h(��). Thisis a ontradition with g(��) = h(��). Similarly for g(b) and h(b). �Lemma 4.2. The word g(b)l (h(a)k resp.) is a pre�x of h(b) (g(a) resp.).Similarly, g(b)l0 (h(a)k0 resp.) is a suÆx of h(b) (g(a) resp.)Proof. Suppose, on the ontrary, that h(b) is a pre�x of g(b)l. Sine g(b)is a suÆx of h(b), the words g(b) and h(b) ommute, a ontradition withLemma 4.1. The rest is analogial. �We list some harateristi situations, whih are implied by a word inEq(g; h).Conditions 4.3.(A) There is a proper suÆx s of g(b), suh that h(b) is a pre�x of sg(a)+.(B) There is a proper pre�x p of g(b), suh that h(b) is a suÆx of g(a)+p.(C) The word h(b) is a fator of g(a)+.(D) There is a non-empty suÆx u of g(a)+ and a non-empty pre�x v ofg(a)+, suh that ug(b)v = h(b).



Lemma 4.4. Let ub be a pre�x of ��.(i) If jg(u)j < jh(u)j or jg(u)j > jh(ub)j then ondition (C) or (A) holds.(ii) If jg(ub)j > jh(ub)j or jg(ub)j < jh(u)j then ondition (C) or (B) holds.Proof. We �rst introdue some terminology. Let m = j��jb and w =g(��) = h(��). Eah letter b is mapped by g to a fator g(b) of w, andby h to a fator h(b) of w. The fator of w, whih is an image of the i-thourrene of letter b, with 1 � i � m, will be alled i-th g(b)-fator of w.Similarly we de�ne i-th h(b)-fator of w. We shall onsider the positionof g(b)-fators with respet to orresponding h(b)-fators.(i) Let jg(u)j < jh(u)j and let u be the longest pre�x of �� satisfying theassumption. Put i = jubjb. By assumption, the i-th g(b)-fator of wdoes not start within the i-th h(b)-fator. If the (i + 1)-th g(b)-fatorstarts there, then jg(u0)j < jh(u0)j for the pre�x u0 of �� suh thatju0bjb = i+1. But we supposed that u is the longest possible. Thereforeno g(b)-fator starts within the i-th h(b)-fator and the laim follows.Similarly for the shortest possible u, if jg(u)j > jh(ub)j.(ii) The proof is analogial. �Corollary 4.5.(i) If l > 1 or l0 > 1 then either onditions (A) and (B) hold, or ondition(C) holds.(ii) If none of onditions (A), (B), (C) and (D) holds, then eq(g; h) =faib; baig, i � 1.Proof.(i) Let l > 1 and put u = b. Then jg(u)j < jh(u)j and, by Lemma 4.2, alsojg(ub)j < jh(u)j. The statement now follows from Lemma 4.4. Similarlyif l0 > 1.(ii) It is not diÆult to dedue, by Lemma 4.4, that if none of the onditionsholds, all letters b in �� must be starting or ending. Therefore thereare only two letters b in f�; �g. Sine the ase fbaib; ajg implies g = h,we are left with faib; bajg. The length agreement yields i = j. �Lemma 4.6. Let x and y be words suh that xy is primitive, andg(a) 2 (xy)�x; h(a) 2 (xy)�x;g(b) 2 (yx)�y; h(b) 2 (yx)�y:Then eq(g; h) = fab; bag.Proof. Let w = g(u) = h(u). By Lemma 3.1, we an suppose x = a andy = b.



Let u be an element of Eq(g; h). Suppose that aa is a fator of u andu = u1aau2, where aa is not a fator of u1a. The word g(u1a)a is theshortest pre�x of g(u) ending with aa. Similarly h(u1a)a is the shortestpre�x of h(u) of that form. Thus g(u1a) = h(u1a).This implies that aa is a fator of neither � nor �. In the same waywe an show that neither � nor � ontains bb as a fator. Thus either� 2 (ab)+a and � 2 (ba)+b, or � = ab and � = ba. The �rst possibility isexluded by the fat that � and � have the same ratio. �The previous lemma has the following modi�ation.Lemma 4.7. Let xy be a primitive word, with x; y 2 A+, suh thatg(a) 2 (xy)+x;g(b) 2 (yx)+y; h(b) 2 (yx)+y:Then eq(g; h) = fab; bag.Proof. By Lemma 4.6 it is enough to show h(a) is in (xy)�x. The as-sumptions imply that x and y are marked from both sides.1. Suppose ab is a pre�x of �. Then h(a)yx is a pre�x of (xy)+ andtherefore h(a) 2 (xy)�x.2. Suppose, on the other hand, that aa is a pre�x of �. Then the wordyxxy is either a fator of h(b), or h(b) is a fator yxxy, or the twowords have an overlap of length at least jxyj. This is a ontraditionwith Lemma 3.5 or Lemma 3.3. �5. CasesThe main prinipium divisionis is whether the word g(ab) is longer orshorter than the word h(b).Case 5.1. jg(ba)j � jh(b)j.The point of this ase is to prove the followingClaim 5.1. g(b la) 2 pref(h(b)) and g(ab l0) 2 su�(h(b)) :Proof. It is enough to prove jg(b la)j � jh(b)j and jg(ab l0)j � jh(b)j.Proeed by ontradition, and suppose, by symmetry, jg(b la)j > jh(b)j.Sine jg(ba)j < jh(b)j, l � 2. Therefore the word g(b la) is a pre�x ofh(b)g(b)l�1 and there is a word u and a proper pre�x q of g(b), suh thath(b) = g(b) lu; g(a) = ug(b)iq;with 0 � i � l � 2.



Suppose that blab is a pre�x of �. Then g(b)iqg(b) is a fator of g(b)l,and Lemma 3.2 yields that q is a suÆx of g(b)+, a ontradition. Thereforeblaa is a pre�x of �.By Corollary 4.5 we have to onsider two possibilities.1. Suppose h(b) is a fator of g(a)+. Let t be the primitive root of g(a)and let v1 2 su�(t) and v2 2 pref(t) be words suh that h(b) 2 (v1t�v2).Sine g(b)iqt 2 su�(t+) is omparable with h(b), it is also omparablewith v1t, and primitivity of t yileds that g(b)iq 2 v1t�. Therefore h(b b)is a pre�x of g(b) lt+. Similarly we dedue that h(b b) is a suÆx oft+g(b) l0 . Hene, by primitivity of t, h(b b b) = g(b) ltmg(b) l0 , for somepositive integer m. Fromjtj+ jg(b)j � jg(a)j + jg(b)j < jh(b)j;3 � jh(b)j = (l + l0) � jg(b)j +m � jtjit is not diÆult to dedue that either(l + l0) � jg(b)j > jg(b)j + jh(b)j;or m � jtj > jtj+ jh(b)j:This implies, by Periodiity Lemma, that either g(b) or t ommutes withh(b). We thus get a ontradition with Lemma 4.1 or with pref1(h(b)) 6=pref1(g(a)).2. Suppose now that h(b) is a pre�x of sg(a)+ and a suÆx of g(a)+p, witha proper suÆx s and a proper pre�x p of g(b). Lemma 3.2 and g ismarked from both sides imply thatjh(b)j < jsj+ jpj+ jg(a)j:Therefore there are words x and y suh that xy is primitive, g(a) 2(xy)+x, yx is a pre�x and xy a suÆx of g(b). Therefore xyyx ourson the edge of h(b)h(b) and it is easy to derive a ontradition withLemma 3.5 or Lemma 3.4. �It is now straightforward to see thatClaim 5.2. None of onditions (A), (B) and (C) holds.Proof.1. If h(b) is a fator of g(a)+, then, by Claim 5.1, g(b) lg(a) is a fatorof g(a)+. This is a ontradition with Lemma 3.2 and g being markedfrom both sides.



2. Let (A) hold, and h(b) be a pre�x of sg(a)+ for some proper suÆx s ofg(b). Lemma 3.2 implies that s�1g(b)l is a suÆx of g(a)+, a ontradi-tion. Similarly for ondition (B). �Lemma 4.4 now implies that l = l0 = 1, and h(b) is a pre�x of g(b)g(a)+and a suÆx of g(a)+g(b). It is slightly more ompliated to see thatClaim 5.3. The ondition (D) does not hold.Proof. In this proof pi (si resp.) will always denote a proper pre�x (aproper suÆx resp.) of g(a).Suppose that (D) holds. We haveh(b) = g(b)g(a)m1p1 = s2g(a)m2g(b) = s3g(a)m3g(b)g(a)m4p4;with m1;m2;m3;m4 � 0. Sine g(a)m3r is a fator of g(a)+ for a non-empty pre�x r of g(b), Lemma 3.2 and g is marked imply that m3 = 0.The mirrored onsideration yields m4 = 0.Hene jh(b)j < jg(b)j + 2 � jg(a)j, and therefore m1 = m2 = 1. We anwrite h(b) = g(b)g(a)p1(1) h(b) = s2g(a)g(b)(2) h(b) = s3g(b)p4; s3 g(b) p4s2 g(a) g(b)g(b) g(a) p1p3(3)where js2j < js3j and jp1j < jp4j. From (1) and (3) we dedue p4 = p3p1and g(b)g(a) = s3g(b)p3 ;with s3p3 = g(a). Hene g(b)p3s3 = s3g(b)p3 ;and words g(b)p3 and s3 have a ommon primitive root, say t. Let t = t1t2be a fatorization of t suh thatg(b) = (t1t2)i1t1; p3 = t2(t1t2)i2 ; s3 = (t1t2)j :with i1; i2 � 0, j � 1. Then alsog(a) = p3s3 = (t2t1)i2+jt2;g(b)g(a) = (t1t2)i1+i2+j+1;g(a)g(b) = (t2t1)i1+i2+j+1:From (2) and (1) it follows that s2(t2t1) is a pre�x of g(b)g(a) and thuss2 = (t1t2)i3t1; h(b) = s2g(a)g(b) = (t1t2)i1+i2+i3+j+1t1;



with i3 � 0. The equality (3) givesp4 = (t1t2)i2+i3+1and, sine p4 is a pre�x of g(a), the words t1 and t2 ommute. Thereforealso g(a) and g(b) ommute, a ontradition. �Corollary 4.5 together with the above laims now yields Eq(g; h) =faib; baig�.Case 5.2. jg(ab)j > jh(b)jWe �rst onsider a speial situation:Lemma 5.4. If k = k0 = l = l0 = 1, then eq(g; h) = fab; bag.Proof. If jg(ab)j = jh(ab)j, we are through. Suppose that jg(ab)j >jh(ab)j. The ase jg(ab)j < jh(ab)j is analogial. Assumptions now implythat g(ab) = h(ab)v(4)for some non-empty word v. Sine h(b) is a suÆx of g(ab), there is a wordu suh that uh(b) = h(b)v:Let xy be a primitive word suh that x is non-empty andu = (yx)i; v = (xy)i; h(b) = (yx)jy;with i � 1 and j � 0. From jh(ab)j > jg(a)j and from (4) we deduejg(b)j > jvj. Sine g(b) is both pre�x and suÆx of h(b), primitivity of xyyields g(b) = (yx)j1y, j1 � 1. We haveg(a) = h(a)(yx)i+j�j1 = (xy)i+j�j1h(a):Therefore, by haraterization of onjugates, h(a); g(a) 2 (xy)�x and weare through by Lemma 4.6. �Subase 5.2.1. (l + l0)jg(b)j � jh(b)jIf (l + l0)jg(b)j = jh(b)j then g(b) and h(b) ommute, a ontraditionwith Lemma 4.1.If (l + l0 � 1)jg(b)j � jh(b)j, then g(b) and h(b) again ommute, byPeriodiity Lemma.Therefore jh(b)j+ jg(b)j > (l+ l0)jg(b)j > jh(b)j. This implies that thereexists a primitive word xy, with x; y 2 A+, suh thatg(b) = (yx)iy; h(b) = ((yx)iy)l�1(yx)my((yx)iy)l0�1;with i � 1, and i < m � 2i. The fator (yx)my in the expression of h(b)represents the overlapping ourrenes of g(b).



Then also(xy)m�i((yx)iy)l0�1 2 pref(g(a)); ((yx)iy)l�1(yx)m�i 2 su�(g(a)):(5)Note that x and y are marked from both sides.1. Suppose �rst that either l > 1 or l0 > 1, and apply Corollary 4.5. ByLemma 3.6, the word h(b) is not a fator of g(a)+. Therefore there isa proper suÆx s of g(b), suh that h(b) is a pre�x of sg(a)+, ands�1g(b)lx is a pre�x of g(a):(6)The pre�x yx of h(b) is also a pre�x of sxy 2 pref(sg(a)), whih is asuÆx of (yx)i+1y. This implies that s = (yx)i1y, with i1 � 0. Therefore(yx)i1+m�iy((yx)iy)l0�1 2 pref(h(b)):(7)We shall show that l0 � l and i1 = 2i�m.1.1. Suppose that l = 1 and l0 > 1. By (5), the word (yx)iy(xy)m�iy isthe shortest pre�x of h(b) ending with xyy. From (7) we get anotherexpression of this word, namely (yx)i1+m�iyy. This implies m =i1 + m � i. Therefore i1 = i, a ontradition with s being properpre�x of g(b).1.2. If l > 1, the shortest pre�x of h(b) ending with xyy is (yx)iyy, and,as above, we dedue i = i1 +m � i, in aordane with the laim.Thus both ((yx)iy)l0 and ((yx)iy)lx are pre�xes of h(b), and l0 is atmost l.Mirror onsiderations yield l � l0 and thus l = l0. From (6) we nowonlude that(xy)m�iy((yx)iy)l�1x is a pre�x of g(a):It follows that the wordg(b)l(xy)m�i((yx)iy)l�1xis a pre�x of h(b)l, and x is a pre�x of h(b), a ontradition.2. Suppose then that either k > 1 or k0 > 1. By symmetry, let k > 1. Weshall use the fat that g(aa) ontains a fator yxxy. By Lemma 3.6,the word h(b) is not a fator of g(a)+. Therefore g(a)k is a fator ofh(b). Sine jh(ak)j < jg(a)j, we get a ontradition with Lemma 3.4.We have shown that any possibility, exept k = k0 = l = l0, is ontra-ditory, and an use Lemma 5.4.Subase 5.2.2. (l + l0)jg(b)j < jh(b)jWe haveg(a)g(b)l0u = vg(b)lg(a) = vh(b)u = vg(b)lwg(b)lu;



with u; v; w 2 A+. The word w is both a pre�x and a suÆx of g(a), andg(a) = vg(b)lw = wg(b)l0u:Thus there is a primitive word xy, suh that x and y are marked fromboth sides, andw = (xy)jx; g(b)l0u = (yx)i; vg(b)l = (xy)i;with i � 1, j � 0. We have g(a) = (xy)i+jxand h(b) is a fator of (yx)+. We �rst prove the followingClaim 5.5. If k > 1, or k0 > 1, or (C) holds, then h(b) is a fator ofyxxy.Proof. This is a diret onsequene of Lemma 3.3. �1. Let �rst jg(b)j � jyj. Then yxy is a fator of h(b). Claim 5.5 andLemma 3.5 imply that (C) does not hold, and k = k0 = 1.Suppose l > 1. Then u = g(b)l�1q, with a pre�x q of g(b), andg(b)lq is a fator of (xy)+. By Corollary 4.5, the ondition (A) holds.Consequently, the word g(b)lxy is a pre�x of s(xy)+ for some suÆx sof g(b). Lemma 3.2 implies that s�1g(b)l ommutes with xy, and xy isa suÆx of g(b)l. Again by Lemma 3.2, we onlude that q is a pre�x of(xy)+, a ontradition. Similarly if l0 > 1.2. Let now jg(b)j < jyj.2.1. Suppose l > 1. Then the word u is a pre�x of h(b) and onsequentlyyx is a pre�x of g(b)l0+l. Sine g(b) is a suÆx of y, Lemma 3.2 yieldsthat x is a pre�x of g(b)+, a ontradition. Similarly if l0 > 1.2.2. Suppose now l = l0 = 1 and k > 1. Claim 5.5 implies jh(b)j � jyxxyjand jh(b)j � jg(a)j yields i+ j = 1. Thus i = 1 and j = 0, and from2jg(b)j + jxj = jh(b)j � jg(a)j = 2jxj+ jyjwe dedue jxj+ jyj � 2jg(b)j:The word g(b) is a pre�x and a suÆx of y. Therefore there exist aprimitive word x1y1, with y1 2 A+, x1 2 A�, and integers 1 � i1 � j1suh thaty = (y1x1)i1+j1y1; g(b) = (y1x1)j1y1;(8) and j(y1x1)j1�i1y1j � jy1j � jxj:Therefore h(b) = (y1x1)j1y1 x (y1x1)j1y1



and Claim 5.5 now yields(y1x1)j1y1 x (y1x1)j1y1 is a fator of (y1x1)i1+j1y1 xx (y1x1)i1+j1y1:(9) Let u1 and v1 be words suh thatu1(y1x1)j1y1 x (y1x1)j1y1v1 = (y1x1)i1+j1y1 xx (y1x1)i1+j1y1:Note that x and y1 are marked from both sides.This implies that y1xy1 is not a fator of y1xxy1, by Lemma 3.5, andeitheru1(y1x1)j1y1 is a proper pre�x of ((y1x1)i1+j1y1);(10)or (y1x1)j1y1v1 is a proper suÆx of ((y1x1)i1+j1y1):(11)By symmetry, suppose (10). Consider the fator x1y1xy1x1y1 in laim(9). Primitivity of its pre�x x1y1 yields that xy1x1y1 is omparablewith (x1y1)mxx, m � 1. If m = 1 then y1 and x are omparable,a ontradition. On the other hand, m > 1 implies that xy1x1 is apre�x of x1y1x1y1, and primitivity of y1x1 yields x = x1. From (8)we have yx = (y1x1)i1+j1+1, a ontradition with primitivity of xy.We are left with l = l0 = k = k0 = 1, and Lemma 5.4 onludes the proof.Referenes1. A. Ehrenfeuht, J. Karhum�aki, and G. Rozenberg, The (generalized) Post orre-spondene problem with lists onsisting of two words is deidable, Theoret. Comput.Si. 21 (1982), no. 2, 119{144. MR 84k:680352. �S. Holub, Binary equality sets are generated by two words, to appear.3. K. Culik II and J. Karhum�aki, On the equality sets for homomorphisms on freemonoids with two generators, RAIRO Theor. Informatis 14 (1980), 349{369.4. A. Ehrenfeuht, J. Karhum�aki and G. Rozenberg, On binary equality sets and asolution to the test set onjeture in the binary ase, J.Algebra 85 (1983), 76{85.Turku Center for Computer Siene, Turku, Finland and Charles Uni-versity, Prague, Czeh RepubliE-mail address: holub�karlin.mff.uni.z


